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Steam dead cells guide

Hey everyone! I recently decided after completing all the successes and getting those annoying 5bc-only rare drops, I wanted to put something together a bit like the Dead Cells user guide. Mostly I like to include some of the things I learned in the 210+ hours of this game, while taking the time to sort of reflect and celebrate a title that has become one of my favorites of all time. Down I put together some
things that were very useful to me in my progress from 1.0 0bc to completing the game at the highest difficulty using all three statistics and numerous strategies. While I call it a beginner's guide, please note that I'm not trying to cover basic-basics like unlock all banks and get all the runes. (If you're interested in those things, go here. This wiki is amazing.) Instead, I wanted to focus on a lot of things that
make new players sick and some things that I feel can make each player more efficient and help them progress to the next boss's cell. Some advanced/veteran players may find some of the things I wrote below to be inaccurate, so please note that everything in this little guide is based on both my experience and my preferences. One of the beautiful things about Dead Cells is that it allows you to progress
and complete the game using many strategies. Maybe the best advice I can give anyone is to play as you think is fun. With enough skill and a little optimization, you can do it! This is not meant to be a bible in every section, just a useful resource from someone with a bunch of experience. Don't Get HitKing Kong Ain't Got Shit on a DPSWalk This Way Off-Hand ProblemDoT Is Life; Dot's Deathi consider the
experienceDr. Gitgud, or How you should learn to stop worrying and love your own modetips, tricks and shit that really do not fit into other sectionsI do not get HitThe most important advice I can give anyone who plays Dead Cells is to avoid damage. There are many elements of the game designed to teach the player exactly how are cursed chests, no-hit kill lane doors, malaise in 4/5bc, the whole tactics
stat, etc. All these things can be considered punishing taking damages and very rewarding clean play and avoiding enemy strikes. (Note: I boldly cursed chests and no-hit kill lane doors because you should do these every time on every bc. More on these later!) In a game with hard-hitting enemies, limited healing and malaise it's super important to avoid damage at all costs. This advice is pretty no shit
obvious, but it's important here because I think it's immediately important to remember that all the abilities or weapons that rememg or soften it are in direct contrast to the purpose of the game (via sword, revenge mutation, YOLO). Always try to influence yourself to avoid damage at all costs. One of the keys to this is ... King Kong Ain't Got Shit on DPSDPS is king! The best way to make sure you don't get
hit? Create Your enemies will hit the floor before they have a chance to back back. The key to this? Proper stat building! In general, you want to create files, leaving all four items (and mutations, most of the time) on the scale with the highest stat to ensure that each one pumps out the highest possible damage. This means that every available performance scroll (a selection of all three statistics) should go
into its main statistics that all four weapons/skills scale. If you get a double scroll that contains your main stats, make the main stats every time! Take only the off-stat if you have and always choose the one that gives you the most hit points at the time. You: But what about hit points? Good question! In general, they are kind of a mirage. A nice green oasis waiting to evaporate when a bomber hits you as you
climb over chains in the village of Stilt. ;___; As mentioned earlier, I am of the opinion that maximizing your PCB is the key to the survival of dead cells. In addition to ensuring that the berserker dies before it gets you in the ultimate older brother headlock, it will also make sure that you work with each boss as fast as possible, minimizing the need for you to stand and fight them. Less time on the ground
means far fewer opportunities for mistakes or wasted dodges and parries that lead to damage. So for these reasons, I recommend maxing out one stat every single run. One of the key elements of this is making sure that you are working on grinding from legendary forging to the highest point of your current boss cellular level. This tool is the key to ensuring you get as many statistics as possible about your
device. More on grinding tips in the final section! The walk this WayOne of the first questions I asked myself in 1bc was: How should I go? Two optimal routes through the game are listed below. Important note: these routes are based on maximizing the opportunity for power supply (3-stat) scrolls to max out the PCB. This is due to the scrolls in the biomes themselves, as well as maximizing the number of
cursed chests (each drops too much) to go through the biomes to fill up on a given bc. This guide assumes that you roll the dice and take each damn chest every time because the PCB is king and ideally you don't get hit.Another note: the cursed chests vary depending on the current bc. If these routes seem sub-optimal, check the math on the wiki and remember that I am mostly working with lots of 4/5bc
experience. Route One: Prisoner Quarters -&gt; Promenade of the Convicts -&gt; Prison Depths -&gt; Ossuary -&gt; Black Bridge -&gt; Stilt Village -&gt; Forgotten Sepulcher -&gt; Guardian Haven -&gt; High Peak Castle -&gt; Throne Room -&gt; Astrolab -&gt; ObservatoryRou two: Prisoner Quarters -&gt; Toxic Sewerage -&gt; Ancient Sewers -&gt; Forgotten Crypt -&gt; Cemetery -&gt; Forgotten
Sepulcher -&gt; Guardian Haven -&gt; High Peak Castle -&gt; Throne Room -&gt; Astrolab -&gt; Observatory scroll The result of each route is basically Route Two is, in my opinion, tougher, but it comes with an increased % chance of cursed chests. The Off-Hand Off-Hand The most unique aspects of dead cells like roguelike is a combination of statistics and 4 slots for weapons/skills. Generally each stat
has its own ideal philosophy on how to use these four keybinds to maximize damage (more detail, next part!). These two skill slots will be more for passive PCAs or more situational area-of-effect PCAs. Two gun slots, by contrast, are generally more active and non-cooldown dependent. The game presents a little logical problem for me in this way, if the skills are passive or situational and always spam the
main weapon, what happens in hand? If you use a melee or moved weapon as a primary PCB, there isn't much value in being another one of those in your back pocket because you can only really use it one by one. One very common r/deadcells solution to this is shield! Shields make natural off-hand, and parrying is a powerful defensive/offensive option that allows you to face almost any enemy attack,
melee or move. This skill has a high floor, but once you have learned the timing, it is very possible. I recommend practicing it early and often. The longer you wait, the harder it is to acclimatise. Another solution is dual-wielding. This is mainly a tactic ... tactics, but with recent changes in knife throwing and boomerangs scaling with survival, there are dual-wielding builds for every statistic. Generally want to do
this by making two weapons and binding them on the same entry. This setting works best with fast, moved weapons such as knife throwing, magic bullets, pyrotechnics, Boomerang, Boy axe, etc. These kits make it the way your weapons inputs are always used, ensuring that no PCB is left on the table! The final last solution and my personal favorite is Hokuto bow. In my personal opinion, Hokut's bow is
one real Tier-S weapon in Dead Blood. The primary function of this bow is to set the hunter mark on your target, which increases the PCB of each strike and DoT stack. It single-handedly acts as an ideal offhand designed to enhance the absolute dickens of all your other abilities. Poor sword hits? Hokuto's fixing it. You got Dot? Get Hokuto's! You only want to kill enemies using Homonculus Rune? H. O.
K.K.T.O. S. Try it. It's rocks. Especially when you know ... Dot is life; DoT is deathIf you hung around this subreddit even for a day, you probably came across conditions of attachment and synergy. The afix applies to bonus modifiers that apply to your weapons (e.g. shoots an arrow in front of you, +60% DPS on the bleeding target). Synergy is how players refer to files that have uses and modifiers that are
beneficial. An example of a synergistic set could be: Infantry Bow and a powerful grenade with arrows stuck in enemies return attachment to remove all arrows during the boss fight and continue infantry Bow DPS to the boss. The most common type of synergy (as well as the most effective) is the DoT setting and at the same time have DoT synergies. But let's just go back for a second. = Damage over time.
In the brain cells there are three types of DoT - poison, bleeding and burns. Each of these states (along with the freeze) comes with damage modifier attachment:+100% damage poisoned target + 60% damage bleeding target + 30% damage burning targetsThus are very common and are available on almost every single weapon and skill. Since I'm a PCB-mad little loon, I think it's absolutely essential to roll
these fixes and have set the means to use a given DoT, such as throwing a knife, open wound mutations, alchemical carbine, etc. running with Luke Hokuto as mentioned above, or Wolf Trap and you'll find all your DoT ticks super heavy. Working all these strategies together would give you the best possible chance to burn the game to the ground. I Consider experience experienceThithing might be the
most important section for a new player, so sorry for burying it. I didn't want to interrupt the flow, so it ended here. The basic essence here is everything you do in dead cells will help you progress even if you don't get any more into Biome. Don't forget to stay patient with your progress. Collect and spend your cells (especially on legendary sledge). Every death, every attempt to run is an opportunity not only
to hone your skills, but also to try new things or tweak old things. Every minute spent climbing around and attacking these little shit will give you the valuable data, understanding and experience that is needed to advance to True Final Boss. You never have to worry so much about your strategy or what the next step is that you forget the biggest key to completing the game is simply to make an effort and
play the game :)Dr Gitgud, or how you should learn to stop worrying and love your own modeCustom mode is very useful. A lot of new players (and even some vets, sure) have a strange ethical quandary to use, and I'm here to say that's pretty silly. There's a lot of reasons for that, and I'm not going to be in any way with you all. Suffice it to say that the game does not punish you for using your own mode.
Assuming you don't select achievement lock options (usefully marked with a padlock icon), it doesn't affect your ability to progress in the game. Even with heavy customization, you can still unlock boss cells, plans and keep all that progression even if you decide to return to Normal Mode.I think it's a big step that can help many intermediate players to jump over the 2bc wall (formerly 1bc wall. Pour 40 out for
my 1.0/1.1 homies who remember the pain.) Feel free to try it! I think being restrictive with items is a very useful thing that allows for better stat-building, more convenient fixes and critically gives the player a chance to practice with a group of items. Doing so is so you don't ping pong all over the board, and it allows you to focus on getting very skilled at one option, allowing you to do that Git Gud thing,
people are always going. If it still feels or too restrictive, feel free to use it just to disable items you really don't like! Tips, tricks and shit that really did not fit into other sectionsIf you do not mind missing the achievements (or you already have them) some options of your own regime are very beneficial for agriculture: Health Fountain Never BreaksMalaise ModifiersHitchcock Mode - more enemies, more cells.
It also helps with hitting no-hit killstreak doors, cursed chests, etc. Starting the device - put your edge in the PQTimer door will give you cells, money and good booty. Along with the no-hit door, I recommend hitting these whenever possible. At 0-3 bc, please note you do not have to kill every enemy. In 4/5 bc a small shit teleport after you, making it harder, but on the lower troubles, you can generally just go
through them, avoid any damage, or even fight. This is quite useful for hitting timer doors. Just remember to get all the scrolls before leaving biome! Savescumming is pretty cloudy and not often used by most players, but if you just got that rare drop plan, or want some early bc experience fighting the boss, I know you can close the game after death, and when you open it, you'll be back at the beginning of
the Biome fight or boss. There is a way to do this with save slots, too. Tactics fucking rules, don't listen to :) haters, that's all I have! Please feel free to drop a comment or DM if you have any questions or your own recommendations. For all who are still advancing the game, good luck and I hope it helps! Happy hunting! Page 2 116 comments comments
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